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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Basic Problem

Fission-products have two basically unpleasant characteristics:

(1) They are radioactive and thus harmful to health.

(2) They continue to emit radioactive decay energy for a very long period

of time.

The core of a large reactor may contain fission-products with sn activity

similar to that of 21 kton radium (c^ 8001:18 Bq) and is probably the' largest

single toxic inventory in today's industrialized society. The problem with

any tonic inventory is how to prevent its dispersion, and containment is

pro£ro£sivf>ly more difficult for solids, liquids and gases. Ho-ever, iT,re a

strong containment has been created, even toxic gases can be retained by

essentially p_sssive means.

The unique feature of nuclear fission products is their continuous heat

production,which endows them with an inherent mechanism for self-dispersion.

Much use is lr.ade of the "Multiple Barriers" concept which identifies A barriers

preventing the release of fission products to the environment. These aie:

the fuel matrix; the fuel cladding; the walls of the primary circuit; and,

lastly, the contEinrr,:nt building.
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Unfortunately, the inherent sel '-dispersion mechanism is stronger than any

barrier and, once cooling stops, it is only a matter of time till the fission

products escape in turn from fuel matrix, fuel rods, primary circuit and,

finally.the containment itself.

Fig. 1 shows the variation of decay power with shutdown time. For a therir.al

power of 3.5 GW the decay power drops from 227 MW at 1 second to 14 HW at 1

day. "Active" or "powered"-systems are generally required to handle such

large thermal output and it doesn't seem likely that it could b'.*. handled by

passive means for very long.

1.2 History of Containment Design

The first reactors had low power ratings and, in view of their experimental

nature, core-melt was considered to be the likely ouf.oma of some unspecified

transient power excursion.

The danger of fission-product dispersal was overcome in many cases by siting

the reactor in remote and unpopulated areas, but since this was inconvenient,

it was decided that dispersion could be prevented by surrounding the reactor

with P. leak-tight containment shell. With low power,there was no problem

dissipating the decay heat b» ""'"ral convection.

As power reactors .developed, the energy in the prinary coolant vater increased

sharply and the containment had to be strengthened to withstand a sudden

depressurization or loSs-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Decay power had reached

such a value that "active" containment-cooling systems had to be provided.

With increasing power, the physical characteristics of a molten core became

rcatters of concern, and the phenomenon known as "China Syn3rome" was first

identified. This lead to the idea that a molten core was essentially

"un-containable", and so all efforts were devoted towards means for

preventing a core-melt occurring. Since loss-of-coolant was an obvious

route to core-melt, much effort went into the design of emergency core

cooling systems (ECCS).

Though it was accepted that containments could not cope with core-nelt, they

were still retaineo to prevent the environmental release of primary fluid

following a loss-o'-coolant accident. This was felt to be justified by the

fact that;

t
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(1) The pi ,.niary fluid might be slightly contaminated,

(2) Inspite of ECCS, there might be a small amount of cladding damage, so

• releasing the small fraction of fission products which had accumulated

' in the gas-plenum of the damaged fuel rods.

1.3 Present-day Design

For some time past the design goals could be summarized as follows:-

(1) The containment should resist the initial pressure surge from a loss-of-

coolant accident.

(2) Cooling systems should be adequate to cope with the decay heat on short

term and long-term basis.

(3) The post-LOCA leak rate fat design pressure) should be sufficiently low

to limit off-site radiation doses to an acceptable value (e.g. IOCFR

part 100).

1 2
Regarding the last condition, USNRC Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 * make it

clear that in calculating the off-site doses, the designer must assume that

100% of the Noble Gases + 25% of the total core Iodine has escaped to the

containment, - fractions which could scarcely be released without core-melt.

This strange anomly means that, so far as leakage is concerned, the design

must effectively consider core-melt whereas, so far as pressurization is

concerned, the design only considers a LOCA. On the assumption that ECCS

and containment cooling systems operate correctly, the designer ir.ay ignore

the maps and energy inputs from massive Zirconium-Water reactions, or those

associated with the post-core-melt decomposition of concrete.

1.A Plant Protection

With the advent of concrete containments, it was obvious that these structures

could play an important role in plant protection.

External events have been identified, both natural and ir.an-rnade, which could

threaten the plant. These include storms, floods, earthquakes and

tornadoes on the one hand, and gas clouds, aircraft, missiles and sabotage

on the other. Current aircrash resistance criteriae require wall thicknesses

exceeding 1.5 metres.
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Containment criteriae and plant protection criteriae are separate and should

not be confused.

1.5 Cooling Reliability

Much thought has gone into making the reactor and containment cooling systems

highly reliable by means of redundancy, and adequate physical separation.

1.6 "Walk-away" Capacity

Much effort is now devoted to ensuring automatic heat removal>and providing

bunkered protection for the necessary plant and water reserves. The

objective is to create a plant which can be shut-down in emergency and will

look after itself for a reasonable length of time (say 24 hours) without

requiring any operator intervention. Passive methods are most desirable and

increase the inherent resilience of the plant.

1.7 Rasinussen Analysis

All serious reactor accidents involve a core melt, without which there can

be no major release of fission products. "'

For many years prior to the Rasinussen Report, the possibility of core-melt

was dismissed by the simple statement that such an accident was "incredible",

and so did not warrant measures to reduce its consequences. Rasmussen

however has faced up to the problem and estimates the probability of core-melt

f = 5E-5 per reactor ye"ar (from all causes).

Rasmussen's greatest insight is the fact that core-melt is not necessarily the

disaster it was once thought to be, and it is not always synoiaous with a missive

environmental release of radioactivity. The analysis suggests that only 1% of

all core-melts lead to instantaneous massive failure, while in most cases

the containment serves a useful role,and may not be breached for many hours.

1.8 Nordic Criteria

The first hint of a new and significant change in design goals is given in the

Nordic General Design Criteria (Ref. 4 Section 3.4.1.) where it states:

"in addition , the containment structure shall be designed such

that the containr.ent system function can be fulfilled for a period of

time adequate to allow initiation of corrective and precautionary

measures, following a loss of coolant accident with no emergency core

cooling snd no contoiireic-nt cooling".



This Nordic criteria implies that the containment must maintain its

integrity - for at least a limited time - following a full core-melt.

1.9 Gaining Time

The concept of delayed failure or "buying time" is an extremely important

safety concept. Given time, human beings, are usually resourceful and

imaginative in emergency situations.and are often remarkably successful in

solving problems, improvising equipment, and generally preventing an

impending disaster (e.g. Windscale, Brown's Ferry, Apollo 13).

Without adequate time, human beings are generally useless in emergency, a

fact recognised in those safety regulations which specify automatic start-up

for any emergency equipment whose operation is required within 30 minutes.

Following a core-melt, and in the absence of all cooling systems, the

containment must eventually fail but, with adequate time, there is every

hope that some means of cooling could be improvised or, at the very least, ail

effective evacuation program could be implemented.

1.10 Design Goal

"Buying time" is therefore a very useful feature for reactor operators and

might lead to the following stringent criteria for containment design:

"Following a core-melt, the containment shall retain all fission products

for 24 hours, in the absence of all external cooling systems, electrical

power supplies or operator interventions".

DESIGN

Fig. 2 shows a simplified core-melt event-tree, (based on VASH-1400, PWR) and

it indicates the following main escape routes:

(1) Breaching of containment base-mat,and slow release of radioactivity

through rock or sub-soil (probability estimated at 100% of core melts).

(2) Delayed breaching of containment to ambient air,due to progressive over-

pressurization (probability estimated at 20% of core melts).
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(3) .F.apid breaching of containment tc ^mbient air due to violent explosions

(probability estimated at \% of core melts).

These three escape routes are analysed in the following sections and methods

for ensuring the 24-hour goal are discussed.

2.1 Base-Mat Escape Route (P^l.O)

Core-melt is assumed to lead to the China Syndrome. This means that the

molten fuel eats its way through the reactor pressure vessel and pours down

onto the containment ba-se-mat. In the absence of any special core catcher,

Wash-1400 assumes 100% certainty of the core eating its way down through

the base-mat (in about 18 hours) and into the underlying ground. If this

consists of clay, the fission products will disperse laterally at a velocity

depending on ground water flowrate. Unless the site is badly chosen this

will be an extremely slow process and, since clay is an excellent filtering

medium, there will be ample opportunity for the fission products to plate-out

or undergo ion-exchange.

In the long run, some fission products could reach "the surface, or be sbs-orbed

by ground water, and might eventually cause some contamination to the

surrounding area. Certain types of farming might be restricted or, in the

extreme case, certain areas might have to be abandoned for a period of time.

However these are all slow processes and their progress would be carefully

monitored, so that individuals would be fully protected from any radiation

danger.

The effects of this escape route can be mitigated by the following:

(1) Choose a site with good ground characteristics. A non-porous rock,

free from fissures, is the best possible protection against this sub-

base-mat escape route.

(2) If the underlying ground does not meet these requirements, then the

provision of a melt-bed, or core catcher, is probably the best way of

eliminating this escape route, or at least reducing its effects.

2.2 9±emi9ssure Escape Route (P:y0.2)

Rasnussen's analysis suggests that approx. 20% of core melts are associated

with this escape route. (Including the 52 of cases where over-pressure

failure precedes core-melt).
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In the absence of external cooling, containment pressure will increase

indefinitely, and the only question is, how long will it be until the structure

fails?

The effects of this escape route can be mitigated by increasing the delay

time, and this, in practice, means providing the containment with a large

heat-sink and adequate free-volume. (See Fig. 4 ) .

Overall safety will be enhanced if the heat-sink is automatic and independent

of operator action. It will be better still if it is inherent within the

containment, and if its operation is entirely passive.

2.2.1 Heat;Sink

Energy Sources

Fig. 3 shows the various relevant energy sources. Since we are considering

a core melt accident, we must assume a 100% Zirconium-Water reaction and it

would be prudent to also allow for a possible 100% combustion of the

resulting Hydrogen. Combined with the normal primary and secondary fluid

energies, this represents an initial heat source of 200 - 250 full-power .,

seconds. /
f >

- 1 , - •

With a 24-hour fission-product-decay energy of 625 sec, the upper >liroit for

a 24-hour heat sink is 875 seconds. • •

100% of Noble Gases, Halogens and "Volatiles" (representing approx. 30% of

the total decay power) are assumed to leave the molten U0 and pass into the

containment, where all bar Krypton and Xenon are absorbed by water.

Keglecting heat losses, the remaining 70% of decay power is available for

decomposing the concrete base-mat and fc'ASH-1400 estimates decomposition in

the range 100,000 - 500,000 kg of concrete, liberating 20,000 - 100,000 kg of

steam, representing 2% - 11% of the total 24-hour decay heat.

Water present in the reactor vault prior to pressure-vessel melt-through,

would be evaporated when the molten fuel falls down onto the base-mat and

could represent a large additional burden for the containment heat sink.

It would seera wise therefore to assume that at least 50% of 24-hour decay

energy (300s) might end up in the pool. Adding the initial source of 250s

gives a minimum heat-sink capacity of 550 full-power-seconds.

In calculating the heat-sink capacity, a maximum temperature of 70 C has been
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chosen, such that the vapour pressure (30 kPa) has no structural significance.

Passive Heat Transfer

Passive heat transfer is achieved by channelling steam from the inner (or

primary) compartment (Fig. 4) so that it must pass through the water pool (or

ice condenser). Pool mixing may also be required to prevent thermal

stratification. It would be desirable to do this by passive means,and the

possibility of using heat pipes might be investigated. Failing this, a mixing

pump would be required but, since its power would be small, it could be driven

from storage:batteries.

Halogens and "Volatiles" will be absorbed in the containment pool, where they

will continue to generate decay heat, but the Noble Gases, Kr and Xe would

collect in the Free-volume where they generate a small fraction (c?5%) of the

total decay heat.

Konr.al convection processes may be adequate to prevent the free-volum".

temperature rising much above that of the containment heat-sink but, should -

gas cooling prove necessary, it could be achieved by passive convection through

vertical tubes in a high-level heat sink as shown in Fig. 4. An alterna'te

proposal for a porous-concrete heat-sink might prove feasible.

2.2.2 Free;Volume_(V)

As indicated in Fig. 4, non-condensible gases (H,, CO , Kr, Xe) from the inner

(or primary) compartment bubble through the heat-sink and into the outer (or

secondary) compartmentTwhere they build up pressure. (Should this exceed

the pressure in the inner compartment, a flap-valve opens and so permits

equalization). This pressure build-up (Ap) is due to Hydrogen and C0_.

Hydrogen

The chief source of Hydrogen is the Zirconium-Water reaction which can generate

350 (kg) Hole for a typical 3.5 GW . PWR (@ 100% reaction). Since the mass

of Zirconium is almost 3 times greater in a BWR of equal power, the ultimate

potential for hydrogen generation is also greater. The volume per (kg) Mole

at standard atr-.ospheric pressure (100 kPa) and 70°C = 28.5 m so the Specific

Volume Katio for Hydrogen - Pv/W
tn

 = 0.28 (̂ /Ŵ i.) f ° r the typical PWR and

0.8 for the typical BWR (see Fig. 5).
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co2 .

Wash-1400 Appendix VIII estimates that 100,000 - 500,000 kg of base-mat

concrete might be decomposed,generating 600-3000 (kg) Hole of C0,i giving a

Specific Volume Ratio for C02 - pV/Wth = 0.5 - 2.5 (J/Wth).

Only the large dry-type containments could handle this upper limit, but the

easiest counter measure would seem to be a reduction in limestone content of the

fcase-n>at beneath the reactor vault. This could be achieved by local thinning

of the base-mat or by using a non-limestone concrete in this area.

2.2.3 Containment_Venting_(.Fig-_ 5 J

The two principal features, the condensation heat-sink and the free-volume,

are shown as single entities on the diagram (Fig. A), but may in fact comprise

two portions in adjacent buildings e.g. the free-volume of CANDU reactors is

generally divided between the reactor and vacuum buildings. (This is known

as "compartment venting").

6 7 8
Several reports ' ' have referred to "filtered venting" and "compartment,

venting" as promising ways of reducing the effects of the containment over-

pressure escape route. Since absorption in sub-cooled water is probably the

cheapest and easiest means of preventing the environmental release of Halogens

and "Volatiles", filtration would probably consist in bubbling the vented

gases through a large pool of water from which only Hydrogen, CO and Noble

Gases would escape. These would then be released from the station chimney

("filtered venting") or retained for some time within a leak tight building

("compartment "venting").

Absorption of the Halogens and "Volatiles" would provide a,decay-heat source

for the filter-pool which would, in time, heat up and release them once again.

So far as Halogens and "Volatiles" are concerned, the' filter-pool may thus be

considered as forming part of the containment heat-sink. It is thus the

total heat-sink capacity which counts, so far as resistance time is concerned,

and it matters little if the water is divided between one or more buildings.

Likewise, so far as non-condensible gases are concerned, it is the sum of all

the effective free-volumes, ̂ A pV which decides the time until environmental

release must be accepted.



Add-on heat sink and add-on free-volume are therefore ways of inc-pasing the

core-melt resistance-time for those reactors which cannot meet the 24-hour goa?.

2.2.4 Typical_Values

I

Typical values of heat-sink and free-volume ratios are shown in Fig. 6 for

30me current or proposed designs.

Heat-sink is based solely on the mass of water (or ice) inherently residing

within the containment, and ignores all external sources which would need to

be pumped-in. Heat-sinks are reckoned as "passive" if escaping steam is

channelled through them and "active" if spray recirculation pumps are required.

In the Ice Containment, the latent heat of fusion is considered to be a

"passive" heat sink. On melting, water runs down and collects at the
o o

bottom of the reactor building. Heating this water from 0 to 70 absi

almost as much energy as the fusion process, but since it needs a spray

recirculation pump, it is considered to be an "active" heat sink.

The Mk-3 pressure-suppression design has a feature whereby water from ther

refuelling pool can drain down to the suppression pool, thereby almost

doubling the passive heat sink capacity. Since this requires operation of

electrically-operated control valves, the associated heat-sink is referred to

as "quasi-passive".

Without further add-on capacity, only the "Passive Containment System" (PCS)

would reach the minimum 24-hour requirement of 550 full-power seconds.

-.

Without further add-on capacity, only the dry-type containment, with an

effective free-volume ratio of 7.1, could be expected to resist the maximum

COj generation from a normal concrete base-mat. If CO. generation could be

kept at, or below, the minira-jm level, then the effective free-volume ratios of

sotne other designs should be adequate, especially when dealing with the lower

hydrogen generation of a PWR.

2.3 Explosion Escape Route (PC0.01)

WASH-1400 identifies this as the worst escape route leading to the maximum

release of radioactivity (Category 1).

Several mechanisms exist which have the potential capacity to rupture the

containment by shock waves, or associated missiles, and these are discussed

in the following sections.



2.3.1 Reactor Pressure Ye§5§l'-!?i?I?£!?rS

The thermal energy of the water in a typical LWR approaches 100 full-power

seconds with a thermodynamic work-potential of 30%. Provided this energy is

released at a rate not exceeding that of the traditional LOCA double-ended pipe

break (2^10-30 sec), the containment structure will remain within design

conditions,and the pressure suppression system (if any) should operate as planned.

A substantially larger vessel break area would lead to the following problems:

(1) A passive suppression system would be instantly overloaded and ineffective,

so volumes would have to be designed and sized as for Dry-type

containments.

(2) Shock waves would be produced which, depending on the exact geonetry,

might overload the containment structure.

(3) Large enough ruptures might generate massive missiles capable of

puncturing the containment. It is interesting to note that if even 1%

of the fluid thermal energy were ivnparted to the upper half of a typical

3.5 GW reactor-vessel, it would have enough kinetic energy to rise 1000
tn

metres.

WASH-1400 estimates the probability of pressure-vessel rupture f = 1E-7 per

reactor-year,but assumes that such rupture is benign i.e. it does not

automatically puncture the containment. Only 1 rupture in 10,000 (f=E-12 per

reactor year) is assumed to puncture the containment, snd even this is

attributed to a vessel steam explosion. ' '

Designs have been proposed, in the context of urban siting, to withstand the

worst form of pressure vessel rupture and should be quite feasible. As seen

in Fig. 6 there are two main features:

(1) A massive hold-down lid with shock absorbers to prevent the vessel from

gaining momentum in the upward direction.

(2) A set of massive columns to prevent lateral movement, and through which

the hold-down cables are anchored. Adequate blow-off space must be left

between' the columns.

2.3.2 L!y.drogen_Detonation

While the provision of adequate free-volume for Hydrogen should not be too

difficult, the problem of its spontaneous combustion or detonation is more

The detonation problem is discussed in WASH-1400 Appendix VIII,snd
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it is concluded that the containments under study might be able to resist the

peak shock-wave.

However, leaving the shock wave aside, the total energy release is large

(25 and 75 Full-power seconds for PWR and BWR respectively). This would not

present a .problem, if the energy could be transferred directly to the

containment heat-sink, but it seems more likely that, initially, it would be

totally transferred to the air and steam in the free-volume, causing a

pressure rise beyond the design limits of many containments,especially the

more compact ones.

The answer seems to lie in removing all oxygen from the containment atmosphere

and so preventing its combustion until such time as it is finally released.

2.3.3 Under-Vessel SteamExglosion

It is estimated that molten fuel would take less than 1 hour to melt its way

through the bottom dome of the reactor pressure vessel and fall onto the

containment base-mat. Should there be water present under the vessel, there"

would be a possibility of a steam explosion.

Fig. 7 indicates that the probability and consequences of this occurrence

could be reduced by:

(1) Ensuring that very little water could lie beneath the reactor

(2) Providing large blow-out volumes so that the blast would not be funnelled

directly upwards.

KASH-1400 suggests that under-vessel explosions should be manageable in large

containments,and should not rupture them by either shock wave or missile

2.3.A In-Vessel Steam Explosion

WASH-1400 identifies this as the principal mechanism and chief contributor to

the Explosion Escape Route, but estimates its probability as only 1% of all

core melts. Appendix VIIIB discusses the physical processes involved while

VIIIC outlines the mathematical model used to estimate the kinetic energy

transfer to vessel head and upper shield. Under the most violent conditions,

these could rise to a height of several hundred metres.

It doesn't seem possible to resist such energetic missiles in any surface plant

and so this escape route will remain, inspite of any other improvements in

containment design.
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Deep undergrounding ' has the potential for resisting such

explosions, and is often mentioned for proposed urban or semi-urban sites.

To be effective, the reactor cavern and its access tunnels would need to be

explosion-proof; a feature which seems to have been overlooked in some

proposals. Adequate free-volume and passive heat-sinks would still be required.

3 MELT PREVENTING FEATURES

Containments are needed to cope with the aftermath of core melt but, since

"prevention is better than cure", it seems appropriate to mention a few features

which could reduce the possibility of core melt. As in the case of containments,

great importance is attached to the passive nature of the proposals and their

ability to function without operator intervention.

3.1 Standby Cooling (primary circuit intact)

It is most desirable for a reactor to have "Walk-away" capacity, which means it

can "look after itself" for 24 hours following a "scram". By lifting its

safety valves, a BWR can blow steam into the condensation pool and so transfer

the fission-product decay power to the containment heat-sink. Make-up feed-

water from the pool (or other storage tank) must be supplied to the reactor

vessel but, in the event of electric power failure, this could be achieved

passively by steam injectors. A PWR can remove the decay power by blowing-

off secondary steam to atmosphere while primary circulation is achieved by

natural convection. Make-up secondary feedwater must be supplied to the steam

generators but, in the event of electric power failure, this could be achieved

passively by steam injectors. The quantity of water which must be stored for

24-hour steam blow-off is only about 10% of that required for a 24-hour

containment heat-sink.

3.2 Emergency Core Cooling (ECCS)

Effective injection of cold water by the ECCS is essential if a loss-of-

coolant accident (LOCA) is not to develop into a core melt, and the following

suggestions have been made with a view to improving ECCS performance:

Q
(1) Passive injection (as featured in the Passive Containment System (PCS) )

whereby very large quantities of chilled water (approx. 10 core volumes)

are injected into the reactor by means of passive steam injectors, fed

from the steam generators (PWR) or from a special hot storage tank (BWR).

(2) Better injection points, such as the lower plenum, have been demonstrated

by the Idaho "Semiscale" test program, which has also identified the

potential advantages of core-barrel vents.



I

3.3 Post-LOCA Heat Removal (primary circuit ruptured)

Decay heat can be removed from the fuel by steaming-off through the primary

circuit rupture, but electric power is usually indisper.sible for pumping the

make-up feedwater into the reactor vessel.

By flooding the primary containment to a level far exceeding the pipe break,
q

the PCS reactor is effectively submerged in a tank of water (fig. 8). Under

such conditions it may be possible to transfer heat from the fuel by entirely

passive means and, assuming the containment heat sink is adequate, achieve the

post-LOCA 24-hour goal by completely passive means.

In principle it should also be possible to transfer decay power from the

containment pool to the ultimate outside heat-sink by passive means and so

extend the length of time for which the reactor can manage without electric

power.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Without a core melt there can be little release of radioactivity, so the

main "raison d'etre" of containments must be to cope with the aftermath

of core melt.

(2) Overground containments are able to provide initial protection for

all non-explosive core-melt accidents and, with suitable design, might

even cope with pressure-vessel rupture or limited explosive situations.

(3) Overground containments could not resist an In-vessel steam explosion,

which would entail the maximum prompt release of radioactivity (Category 1)

to the environment through a hole in the containment roof. This represents

a residual risk which Rasmussen has estimated at 1% of all core melts.

(4) Only well-designed, deep-underground containment could hope to resist

an In-vessel steam explosion.

(5) By their radioactive decay, fission-products have a unique, inherent,

mechanism for self-dispersion, which it is difficult to resist for long

by solely "passive" means. The most one could hope for, is to have

sufficient inherent heat-sink to give time for repairing the necessary

"active" systems.

(6) Given time, human beings can cope with many types of emergencies, so that

an increase in failure-delay times can be an important safety goal.

(7) Design parameters ,such as heat-sink and free-volume,have been reviewed, and

the study suggests that 24-hour passive-containment, following core-melt,

is a desirable and achievable goal.
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SYMBOLS

P

f

E

V

UNIT

' . -

(year"1)

( J )

(m3)

(Pa)

(Pa)

pV/Wfh (J/W, s)

Probability of occurrence e.g. per dercand

Frequency = Probability per reactor-year

Energy which can be absorbed in heat-sink between
Operating temp, and 70°C.

Containment Free-volume

Containment design pressure rise
(Design pressure - operating pressure)

Partial pressure of gas in containment free-volume @ 70 C

Free-volume Ratio for containment.

Free-volume R3tio for a gas
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exceeding 1.3 metres.
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time adequate to allow initiation of corrective and precautionary

measures, following a loss of coolant accident with no emergency core

cooling and no containment cooling".
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